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Abstract: A new evolution time scale integrated with geologic time scale from Ordovician to recent Holocene
i.e., from 450 mya (million years ago) to recent year is reported for the first time. The new evolution time scale
is based on osteometry of frontal cranial slope from jawless vertebrate Petromyzon (Lamprey) to Humans.
Earliest Ordovician vertebrates Petromyzon (Lamprey) evolved 450 mya showed 2-5° slope angle which
gradually showed increase to 85-89° angle in Humans of recent Holocene. A consistent, unidirectional gradual
increase in frontal cranial slope of living vertebrates irrespective of body size is considered as criteria and
function of evolution. The new evolution time scale calibration standard graph, is fitted with zero slope angle
to 90°, cranial slope angle of living vertebrate on ‘Y’ axis and the geological time scale on ‘X’ axis. From the
known  angle  of any living vertebrates cranial slope on ‘Y’ axis, unknown evolution date can be deduced on
‘X’ axis.   This   method   is   based   on   measurement   of  living  vertebrates   and different from Biostatigraphy
i.e., Rock-Clock of fossil or Molecular Clock based on genome analysis. This method is designated as “Cranial
Osteometry Clock”. In the earlier, hypothetical and indirect Biostatigraphy method, the dating of rock in which
animal is fossilized is determined and not the animal itself and the animal might have evolved much earlier. The
theoretically or hypothetically restored and computer stimulated supposed human ancestors showed cranial
slope less than Chimpanzee by cranial slope osteometric method. This may raise doubts on Human evolution
from apes due to gap from 60-88° angle of cranial slope.
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INTRODUCTION record as biostatigraphists and palaeontologists disagree

Geologists and Palaeontologists have devised a ideas and conclusions have to be revised as new fossils
hierarchical  naming  system  of  eras,   periods  and are found [1, 2]. For example, a recent publication in
epochs to delineate vast expanse of geologic time [1, 2]. Nature Journal [5] describes that Homo eructus fossil in
Early geologists could date rock layers and their Zhoukoundian caves were more than 770000 old and was
accompanying fossils only in a relative way well known as a reconstructed skull only, whose previous estimate was
Biostatigraphy. The deeper layers of rock were generally 230000-500000 years old. In this contest a pertinent
older than those found in shallower layers and are well question arises in evolution biology for which the answer
known as law of fossil succession [1, 3]. In recent years it is yet to be found. For example the supposed Homo
became  possible  to  determine  accurate absolute dates, erectus (Homo pekensis) was found 770000 years ago but
a straight forward radiometry technique, for sedimentary the Homo erectus to evolve to such anatomical status it
or  volcanic  rock  only  in  which  the  fossil  animal  is might have evolved much earlier many million years ago
found, but not   the   animal   itself   [4].   This   is   done for which data is not available and more so for many such
by potassium-40 (40 K), argon (40 ) or carbon (C ) fossil findings. Philippe Janvier of National Museum deAR
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radiometric dating [4]. However, obsession has triggered Histoire Naturelle, Paris reported in Nature that the hand
sweeping speculations, despite an often skimpy fossil and foot prints were 18 million years older than the earliest

about the interpretation of the fossil evidence. Many
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four legged vertebrate, resembling lizard and revised MATERIALS AND METHODS
dating goes back to 395 million years ago [6,11].
“Molecular clocks” [7] or molecular evolution scientists
use fossil constraints and rates of molecular change are
used to deduce the time in geological history when two
taxa diverged. This approach of “Molecular Clocks” made
a revised estimate in contrast to “Rock-Clocks”. For
example strong mitochondrial DNA (Molecular Clocks)
support for a Cretaceous origin of modern avian lineage
instead of Cenozoic origin of most modern lineage as per
“Rocks and Clocks Theory” [7]. Thus ‘Molecular Clocks’
(Molecular   Biologists)   created altered estimate of
‘Rock-Clocks’ (Biostatigraphists). A challenge to oft cited
evolutionary tree of Darwin’s assumption was reported
recently in New Scientist in 2009 [8]. Bacteria and archae
swapped genes across huge taxonomic distances,
particularly lateral transfers of genes are seen even in
plants and animals complicating evolutionary tree [8].
Some controversies in human evolution also do exist. For
example the studies reported in Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences [9] showed that Hobbit
was a new species and was considered to be descendent
of a long extinct ancestor of modern humans, a
hypothetical conclusion. Such recent revised datings
raise doubts that human evolution is an intelligent design
proved only by patchy and skimpy missing links. People
oppose evolution point to the patchy and skimpy fossil
record including biology teachers [12] because of
computer simulation, restoration or reconstruction of head
or body based on piece of cranium or tooth or a bone. It
is in this context, the present research paper reports
instead of “Rock Clocks” or “Molecular Clocks” a new
“Cranial Osteometric Clock” method for the first time. The
cranial osteometric clock method is based on
measurements of consistently increasing frontal cranial
slope angle of existing vertebrate from Petromyzon
(Jawless vertebrates) to Humans. By this method a new
revised “Evolution time-scale calibration graph” is
deduced and proposed integrated with “Geological time
scale”. This new cranial osteometric based revised time
scale also emphasizes the missing links in evolution from
apes  to  Humans.  It  is  opined  that  without  missing
links, the theory on evolution of humans from apes may
not be considered as it is only an intelligent design
without valid evidence [12]. The present paper describes
above revised evolution time scale a new ‘existing living
vertebrates’ osteometry of frontal cranial slope or frontal
head slope of living vertebrates, instead of Rock-Clocks
or Molecular Clocks.

In Case of Higher Vertebrates: Chimpanzee, Gorilla,
Orangutan, Gibbons and particularly humans have
prominent forehead. In forehead above supra orbital
process glabella is present and above this supra glabella
frontal bone is present. A horizontal axis line above supra
orbital process on glabella is drawn and measured angle
of inclination or slope angle of frontal bone from
perpendicularity. The slope is clearly visible to naked eye
when fore head of a live herbivore monkey or chimpanzee
or human is keenly observed (Fig.1,2). In case of lower
vertebrates Petromyzon, fishes and amphibians cranial
slope above naris or nasal cavity is measured with
horizontal axis parallel to eyes. For higher vertebrates the
frontal head slope above eyes are measured. The above
slope angle is measured for Petromyzon, Jawless
vertebrates, variety of fishes, amphibians, species of
reptiles, variety of mammalian species, either herbivores
or  carnivores, aquatic, arboreal and flying (Bats)
mammals. In  primates frontal head slopes are measured.
A  representative  of  straight  line  evolution,  namely
horse (Equus) belonging to different periods or epoch
was also is compared for slope increase as evidence from
E. eisenmannae to modern Equus (Fig. 5).

Calibration Graph: The well established accurate
geological   time   scale   [1,2]   from   Ordovician to
present  Holocene   age   i.e.,   as   450   myr   to   recent
(‘O’ year) is represented on ‘X’ axis. The ‘Y’ axis
represents cranial slope angle that is 0°-90° angle and
every 1° degree of cranial slope angle is equal to 5 myr
(450 myr/90°). Thus evolution time scale of living
vertebrates  is  fitted and integrated in geological time
scale (Fig. 3).

ESD = O - (SAx5)

Where ‘O’: 450 myr; SA: Slope angle of frontal
cranium; 5: 1° = 5 million years; ESD: Evolution Scale
Dating.

Procedure: First fix the slope angle of any living
vertebrate on ‘Y’ axis and then determine the
corresponding geologic time scale on ‘X’ axis which gives
value of date of evolution in million years (myr).

The  evolution  time  calibration  graph  is  given in
Fig. 3 and a diagramatic sketch is given in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 1: Figures of crania or heads of vertebrates from Petromyzon (Jawless vertebrates) to Mammals showing gradual
increase in frontal cranial slope. See in horizontal direction. Vertical row shows same vertebrates Classes row 1-6
Agnatha, Fishes, Amphibia, Reptiles, Birds and Mammals.
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Fig. 2: Figures showig skulls and corresponding frontal cranial slope angles in increasing order from Jawless vertebrates
to Human. See the missing gap from Chimpanzee to Human. The supposed Homo habilus is extinct. Skulls
retreived from http://www.skullsunlimited.com; http://australianmuseum.net.au/Human-Evolution;
http://www.skullsite.com
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Fig. 3: Figure showing standard calibration graph of
Evolution Time Scale for deducing evolution date Fig. 4: The diagramatic sketch of Geological Time Scale
of any living vertebrates from known angle on ‘Y’ and cranial slope angle. This system is used for
axis with Geological Time Scale on ‘X’ axis measuring slope angle 

Fig. 5: The earliest extinct horse (E. eisenmannae) showed less cranial slope than modern horse Equus

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION given   in   a   row showing a gradual increase in slope

The new evolution scale is exclusively based on each representative animal is given in fig. 2. The following
existentialism i.e., living vertebrates, unlike hither to are increasing slope angle of different vertebrates: Jawless
existing Rock-Clock evolution scale based on vertebrate (Petromyzon): 2-5°; Fishes 20°; Amphibians,
biostatigraphy or geochronology (law of fossil 20°; Reptiles 30°; Birds 30°; Carnivore and Herbivore
succession) [1, 2]. The frontal cranial slopes from mammals 40°; Gorilla 45°; Chimpanzee 50°; Homo sapiens
vertebrate classes from Agnatha or Jawless vertebrates 85-88° (Fig. 1,2). The overlapping of reptiles and birds
and   fishes   to   Homo   sapiens are measured as similarly fishes and amphibians might reflect their near
described   in   Material   and   Methods   section simultaneous origin during evolution as observed in
applying the formula: O-(SAx5) = ESD. This formula is evolutionary tree described earlier [1,2]. Interestingly
applied for dating of evolution of living vertebrate. The among mammals, carnivores and herbivores, slope angle
criteria is based on observation that irrespective of size of is lesser than apes i.e., Gibbons, Gorilla, Chimpanzee
a tiny vertebrate from Petromyzon or fishes to elephant or compared to modern Humans. The Humans show highest
Homo sapiens, a consistent gradual increase in frontal slope near to perpendicular angle of 85-88° (Fig. 2). This
fore-head slope or frontal bone of cranium is observed is a practical unopposable fact of slope increase from
(Fig. 1,2). The representative vertebrate class animals are earliest   evolved    vertebrate    animals    like   Petromyzon

(Fig. 1). The measured angle of slope of frontal cranium of
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Table 1: Table showing increasing frontal cranial slope angle from Jawless vertebrates 2° to 85-89° angle of Human respectively correlated to Geological Time
Scale from 450 mya Ordovician to recent Holocene

Vertebrates Mean Cranial slope angle Million years ago

Jawless Vertebrates 0-5° 425-450 mya
Early Evoluted Fishes and Modern Fishes 2-20° 350 mya
Amphibians 20° 350 mya
Reptiles and Birds 30° 300 mya
Restored Australopithecus africanus skull? 30°? 300 mya
Mammals including Monkeys and Gibbons 40° 250 mya
Gorilla 45° 225 mya
Chimpanzee 50° 200 mya
Homo habilis 60° 150 mya
Misssing links - a wide gap ?

Humans 85°-89° 25 mya

belonging to Ordovician to Holocene of modern humans. vertebrates which showed cranial slope increase relative
Observation of Tiktaalik, a transitional form between to geologic time scale.
marine fish and terrestrial animal showed a slight increase Interestingly, extinct and theoretically restored skull
in slope than its own earlier ancestors [6]. Thus this is the shape and slope of ‘supposed’ ancestors of humans
only criteria acting as a function of evolution. It may be might need a revision and may have to be considered as
noted that the theoretically restored, Homo habilus slope ‘ape animals’ and not ancestors of humans as their slope
measured 60° showing an increase in cranial slope angle is less than Chimpanzee. For example the restored
compared to other apes [Fig. 2]. This unidirectional frontal Australopithecus cranial slope measures 30° [Fig. 2]
cranial slope increase is considered as function of implicating their possible evolution dating back to 300
evolution. This slope increase is taken as criteria for mya as per formula given in this research paper. Either
fitting an evolution time scale graph with two variable i.e., hypothetical restorative approach of Australopithecus is
slope angle from ‘O’ to 90° angle on “Y” axis and wrong or it might be true that they might have evolved
geological time scale i.e. from Ordovician to Holocene on 300 mya. Hence, until a complete fossil of a head skull is
“X” axis from 450 myr to latest ‘O’ year (Fig. 3 & Table 1). excavated showing angle between 60°-85°, the assignment

As an evidence of slope increase the earlier theory of of human origin from apes warrant reconsideration or may
straight line evolution of Horse showed an increase in not be considered at all. The ‘Molecular Clocks’ for
cranial slope angle of Equus compared to Hyracotherium evolution based on genome analysis further complicated
[13]. Studies on comparison of modern human child with evolution theory due to swapping of genes of huge
Gibralter I Neanderthal child published in Nature Journal taxanomic distances [8]. Scientists have observed lateral
showed cranial slope difference with near perpendicularity transfer of genes in bacteria, eukaryotes, plants and
in modern child compared to Neandarthal child “animals” [8]. It is appropriate in this context to quote,
suggesting a separate evolutionary lineage for atleast Jenny Clark [14], Palaeontologist Cambridge University
500000 years [10]. The frequent revision of dating [5] of that recent findings would force scientists to reexamine
fossils more particularly of Primates Zhoukoundian Homo their beliefs on dating of evolution.
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